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ABSTRACT
Dengue is a viral infection transmitted by Aedes mosquitos. This disease mostly spread in the tropical and sub-tropical
countries and according to WHO, the dengue outbreaks has increased 30-fold over the last five decades. The disease is
still an ongoing burden of throughout the world. In Indonesia, for example, the incident of dengue hemorrhagic fever
(DHF) has shown up 8,056 cases spread in the last five years. One of the ways to help the government to mitigate any
possible of the spread is by utilizing a nearly accurate forecast system in predicting the cases. This study aims to employ
machine learning methods in predicting the cases occurred in East Kalimantan. Various kinds of data (such as climate,
demographical and epidemiological data) are used in developing some machine learning models. Furthermore,
identifying variables prior the models’ development is done to achieve the best model of prediction; furthermore, a
comparative study of the models built is discussed. Monthly dengue cases, incidence rate (IR), climate factors (rainfall,
atmospheric pressure, the duration of the sun) and socio-economic conditions (population density, the number of
inhabitants) from three different cities/districts (Samarinda, Balikpapan, and Berau) in East Kalimantan from 2007-2019
are gathered. Prior machine learning’s modeling, all data are analyzed with Pearson Correlation method to identify
which variables has a positive correlation with DHF cases. Several machine learning algorithms, those are: Neural
Network, Deep Learning, Generalized Linear Model, Generated Boast Tree and KNN, implemented in the modelling
and forecasting. The results showed that most climatic factors are negatively correlated to DHF cases in East Kalimatan.
Furthermore, the selection of variables leveraged the performance of the models.

Keywords: Forecast, Dengue Hemmorhagic Fever, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Neural Network,
Generalized Linear Model, And KNN.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dengue is a viral infection transmitted by Aedes
mosquitos. This disease mostly spread in the tropical and
sub-tropical countries and according to WHO, the dengue
outbreaks has increased 30-fold over the last five
decades. Moreover, it is estimated that the new cases
reach between 50 to 100 infections every year in more
than 100 endemic countries. Therefore, the disease is still
an ongoing burden of throughout the world[1]. Indonesia,
which is geographically located in tropical area, has
shown significant number of the dengue incidents
particularly dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF). The

incidence rate is the highest among the Southeast Asia
countries[2]. In the last five years, the incident of the
disease has shown up 8,056 cases spread in Indonesia[3].
According to General Directorate for Disease
Prevention and Control of Health Ministry of Republik
Indonesia, data on July 2020 showed that the number of
incidents reached to 71,633 [4]. Actions have been taken
by the governments for years to decrease the number of
the cases and the death, such as burying, draining,
closing, and JUMANTIK program - Juru Pemantau
Jentik (a person pointed to monitor mosquito larvae in
each house). These actions have affected to the number
of the cases particularly from 2017-2018. However, in
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January 2019, there was 13,683 cases and this number
tended to increase in the following few months. In one
study found that for over five decades the trend of DHF
incident tends to increase[5] in which the incidence peaks
occurred in 1973, 1988, 1998, 2009, and 2016.
East Kalimantan as one of provinces in Indonesia
reported the highest DHF incidence rate in 2017[6]. The
incidents of DHF in April 2020 reached 1183 cases [7].
It cannot be denied that DHF cases is still a main problem
in Indonesia, particularly in East Kalimantan.
Studies about infectious diseases and models of
predicting the spreading of the diseases have been done.
Some various data used in the studies, for example,
geographical data[8][9][10], search query[11] and social
media data[9][12][13], socio-economic data[14][15][16],
entomological data[17], and official surveillance
data[15]. Several studies to predict several infectious
diseases by optimizing parameters involving clinical data
such as surveillance data and non-clinical data such as
temperature and humidity [18][10][16]. Some studies
involved climate variables in the predictions
[18][11][10][19].
As far as our knowledge that
optimization in the preprocessing process is still a lack of
interest in most of the research. This research will
optimize the preprocessing process by adding and
modifying variables positively related to DHF cases.
Therefore, in this study the various kinds of data are
used such as climate and demographic conditions. The
weather conditions include temperature, humidity, wind
speed, rainfall, the duration of the sun. These variables
used because of its unpredicted values and variety.
Furthermore, the demographic conditions involve
population density (per km2), the number of the
inhabitants, land area, the number of outbreaks of DHF
as well as the incidence rate (IR) of DHF. The climate,
socio-economic, and epidemiological data gathered from
three major cities-those are Samarinda, Balikpapan, and

Berau - in East Kalimantan for over ten years from 2007
to 2019.
The findings of this study will help stakeholders, such
as health ministry, hospitals, public health center, health
research center, and environmental center; to have better
preparation and adequate intervention (prevention)
before the DHF spread in wider areas; and to reduce cost
and hospitalization.

2. METHOD
Our study methodology can be seen on Figure 1.
Firstly, all data taken from three different sources are
preprocessed to remove all invalid data. Next, we
investigate the correlation between variables particularly
correlation each variable to DHF cases. We utilized
Pearson matrix correlation as Pearson correlation
recommended to implemented to see the correlation
between numerical data. In the preprocessing phase, we
implement two scenarios. In the first scenario, we take all
variables but ignoring the IR; meanwhile in the second
scenario, we propose new variables, that is IR and
modified IR. The modified IR is the monthly one-year lag
of IR incident. In the prediction modelling, data from
2007-2017 utilized as training data (three cities
combination) meanwhile data from 2018-2019 utilized as
testing data. We implement Z-transformation to
normalize data both in training and testing phase. We
applied five unsupervised numerical prediction of
machine learning, those are Neural Network, Generalized
Linear Model. Deep Learning, Gradient Boast Tree, and
KNN. For each combination constructed, tuned, and
predicted against the testing dataset was validated by the
root mean squared (RMSE). This calculated to check the
validity of the models and generally, the smaller RMSE
value the better model predicted against unseen samples.
The samples are categorized by cities.

Figure 1 Research Methodology
The datasets used are taken from three different
sources. All epidemiological data are taken from the local
department of Ministry of Health of East Kalimantan.
This includes the total number of dengue incidents per
year per month per municipality from 2007 to 2019. The

cities involved are three major cities in East Kalimantan–
those are Samarinda, Balikpapan, and Berau in which
each area has its own meteorology station. Samarinda and
Balikpapan are categorized as a dense population city.
The population density of Samarinda and Balikpapan is
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1238.9 and 1297.74 inhabitants/km2 respectively, while
Berau is 10.96 inhabitants/km2 only[20]. The incident
rate (IR) of dengue epidemics calculated in this work is
used in the model. The IR is calculated as the number of
monthly DHF cases divided by the number of inhabitants
multiply by 100,000. Two demographical data associated
with dengue incidences were included in this study:
population density (per km2) and the number of
inhabitants. All data are from the annual report of
Indonesia Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS).
Furthermore, six climate variables included are minimum
temperature and maximum temperature(celcius),
humidity (%), atmospheric pressure (Mbs), wind
velocity(knot), rainfall(mm), the duration of
sunshine(mm). Most data are retrieved from the annual
report of CBS and the remaining was taken from the
database of BMKG.
In this research with employed two kind of scenarios.
First, a scenario in which the IR is ignored; second, it is
the vice versa. The scenario from either first or second
group is divided into three different sub scenarios, those

are utilizing eleven variables, the selected variables, and
climatic variables only. The selected variables are
resulted from the recommendation of Pearson matrix
correlation.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The correlation between each variable to DHF cases
can be seen on the figure 2. The Pearson matrix
correlation shows eleven attributes to associated to itself
shown in value as 1. As can be seen from the figure 2,
DHF Incidents positively correlated to minimum
temperature, wind pressure (atmospheric pressure),
number of inhabitants (number Of Population),
population density, and incidence rate. Conversely, the
incidence variable negatively associated with maximum
temperature, humidity, wind velocity, rainfall, and sun
duration. These positive-correlated variables were
utilized in our scenarios.

Figure 1 Correlation between variables with Pearson Correlation
Table 1. RMSE of Scenario 1

SCENARIO 1

DEEP
LEARNING

GENERALIZED
GENERATED
LINEAR MODEL
BOASTED TREE
KNN
RMSE
SUB SCENARIO 1: ALL VARIABLES WITHOUT IR
SAMARINDA
88.764
101.875
115.32
0.959
BALIKPAPAN
53.745
59.183
58.812
0.840
BERAU
77.919
34.224
39.810
0.866
SUB SCENARIO 2: CLIMATIC VARIABLES ONLY
SAMARINDA
106.071
102.195
111.865
1.145
BALIKPAPAN
63.655
54.893
51.313
1.365
BERAU
114.245
59.628
51.766
0.978
SUB SCENARIO 3: FILTERED VARIABLES
SAMARINDA
0.965
98.557
112.28
0.973
BALIKPAPAN
0.920
52.295
56.832
0.957
BERAU
0.900
34.203
35.783
1.053

NN

0.938
1.433
0.778
1.363
2.939
1.367
0.994
0.978
1.076
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Models built has successfully predicted the DHF
cases in three cities: Samarinda, Balikpapan, and Berau
although between the two cities and other small rural
municipal have large differences in term of number of
inhabitants and population density. The best model was
Neural Network in which the DHF cases predicted in
three cities by utilizing eleven variables. Meanwhile, in
scenario 2 sub scenario 3, Deep Learning has given best
results for two cities, Balikpapan and Berau. The best
result of DHF prediction in Samarinda is when utilizing
all variables into the modelling phase with the same
algorithm, Deep Learning.
The result of the first scenario can be seen on Table
1. The performance of each model showed in the table
were evaluated by calculating RMSE. As can be seen
from table 1 that Neural Network, k-NN, and Deep
Learning has showed small RMSE value, that is in the
range 0-2; however, all models has showed better
performances while the variables were filtered,

particularly the Deep Learning that performed better
significantly than those on the two other sub scenarios.
The climatic variables which were popular implemented
in some studies [18][10][16], has little leverage in
developing a model for prediction. The combination of
different variables such as demographic data and climatic
data has improved the model performance as showed in
the Table 1 as well as Table 2 in sub scenario 1 and 2.
It can be seen from Table 2, our proposed
optimization has showed the better performance of the
model compared to those on the table 1 (shown by
asterisk on the table 2). The adding of IR and modified
IR has improved most of the models. IR and modified IR
could be considered as important variables in building a
predictive model.
Despite the low performances of two models, those
are GLM and GBT, the variable combination still
leveraged the performance of the models as can be seen
in Table 1 and Table 2 on sub scenario 1 and 3.

Table 2. RMSE of Scenario 2 with IR

SCENARIO 2

DEEP
LEARNING

GENERALIZED
LINEAR MODEL

RMSE
SUB SCENARIO 1: ALL VARIABLES WITH IR
SAMARINDA
0.990
105.848
BALIKPAPAN
*0.184
61.944
BERAU
*0.193
37.873
SUB SCENARIO 2: CLIMATIC VARIABLES ONLY
SAMARINDA
*0.957
118.130
BALIKPAPAN
*0.401
76.076
BERAU
*0.426
35.859
SCENARIO 3: FILTERED VARIABLES
SAMARINDA
0.930
111.016
BALIKPAPAN
*0.168
70.215
BERAU
*0.160
37.385

4. CONCLUSION
In this research, we have implemented five
unsupervised machine learning algorithms to predict the
DHF cases in two dense population municipals and one
rural population municipal. The climate variables have
little impact on the performance models, while the
combination with other kind of data such as demographic
data and surveillance data has improved the models’
performance. It is important to note that the correlation
between variables and the DHF cases is also leverage the
performance of the models particularly of those that
positively correlated to the DHF cases. The IR and
modified IR utilized in our research has given significant
results particularly while implementing in Deep Learning
model. These variables are also could be considered as
the important variables which might contribute to the
model performance.

GENERATED
BOASTED TREE

KNN

NN

128.878
86.675
33.33

0.957
0.934
0.938

*0.930
0.843
0.918

133.315
91.885
33.330

0.976
0.968
0.986

1.181
1.324
1.139

128.882
86.685
33.348

0.935
0.892
0.930

*0.924
0.837
0.914

However, the monthly data utilized in the modelling
and testing phase can only be used for monthly prediction
only. The number of training data is not big enough as
well. The modified IR in the testing phase is equal to zero
because the data is considered unseen. In the future, it is
recommended to predict the value by using other
approaches which can predict numerical prediction.
Furthermore, the optimization of each models is
recommended to improve the model performance and
also to consider other kinds of parameter such as socioeconomic data, the mobility of each citizen in the
municipal, the water ponds or sanitation of houses[21],
the data of JUMANTIK program, and big data[22].
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